STAY IN THE LAP OF LUXURY, GREENARY AND ADVENTURE

The uniqueness of the villa project extends to the design features like the direct high settings that create the illusion of expansive living spaces. Each villa has a large, private garden and private pool area. The floors, timber and terracotta used in each villa have been especially selected to the designer as the overarching theme of the project has been an echo of traditional and modern.

RESIDENTS:

Residents don't have to stress over the upkeep of their luxury villa as the villa-keeping can be engaged for all kinds of services required for maintenance. The other modern facilities available at Della Villas are full-service restaurants, SPA, salon, fitness centre, swimming pool, lounge and various amenities.

The spa alone has 10 treatment rooms with signature therapies in helping residents unwind in a cocoon of peace and tranquillity. The spa offers exclusive massages and therapies. The highly trained staff of the beauty salon offer latest technologies and therapies to help guests rejuvenate their inner beauty as much as their outer.

The array of cuisines, available for residents includes exquisite Italian and Punjabi/Italian delights. Before getting indulge in your sumptuous meals, they can soak themselves in the moonlight with cocktails and cocktails. For vegetarians, there is a special menu with emphasis for Gujarat and Rajasthani dishes.

PST — a new nightlife can be accessed by guests to spend their evenings immersed in music and sports. The other varsity of restaurants include the ESP, Mercers, Bistro 2, Cafe 18 and Sports bar offering plates and pastes. Cafe 18 reflects the philosophy of the project developers to provide access to fine dining facilities round-the-clock.

Call: +91-22-2650 1000/0080 | sales@dellafitcos.com

UNPARALLELED FEATURES

- Della Adventure Resort, which is accessible to residents, consists of extreme adventures and ultimate luxury. The resort has over 36 rides to choose from. The thrilling exterior of the resort enchanted with modern aesthetic interiors and the charm of the place.
- Yet another aspect adding to the luxury quotient at Della Villas are the spa facilities, which have modern architecture and trained staff for distinctive hospitality. It is the perfect setting for indoor and outdoor activities. The atmosphere can accommodate over 1,000 people who have broadroom and state-of-the-art facilities.
- The Yalla Ata Vyrro ballroom is the resort's largest event-mansion ballroom, which is enhanced by fine furnishing and Moheen sound systems. The ballroom has a capacity of over 200 people and can be the perfect destination for corporate events or weddings.
- Della Adventure Park is a thrilling place of extreme adventure sports with over 36 individual and group activities. One of the prime attractions for residents has been the Della Rocket Ejector that can drag occupants 3.5 floors into the sky. Della Resorts offer camping to a clear 50 feet and Flying Fibre that can take you to a clear 50 feet and Flying Fibre that can take you to a clear 50 feet and Flying Fibre that can take you to a clear 50 feet and Flying Fibre that can take you to a clear 50 feet.